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Our Members

What We Do

• Whether you have in-house support or are a department of one, we are here
to share in a collective mission with all our members that the actions we take
today will prevent a crisis for organizations and the world tomorrow.
• We lead through our members, through strategic and creative thought leadership.
• United in our goal to enhance the long-term health and vitality of people and
the planet
• Save time and money
• Reduce supply chain disruption risk
• Enhance and protect brand reputation
• Find better solutions to meet organizational needs
• Promote more resilient supply chains
• Sustainable Purchasing Consulting

Pat Hopper

Director, Sourcing | FedEx Services
“As a founding member, FedEx is using SPLC’s Guidance to build on our
existing efforts to drive and refine sustainability language into our contracts.
The structured approach ensures stakeholders alignment and provides
transparency throughout the process.”

How We Help

• We come together to share ideas, provide clarity on sustainability challenges
and coordinate solutions to supply chains around the world
• Membership will help you stand out as a leader, as you work with numerous
industry leaders
• Bounce ideas off peers who have navigated the path you are on
• Coaching to create a long-term vision and action plan with measurable goals
• The documents and case studies you need at your fingertips
• Personalized one on one procurement coaching
• Guidance for supplier engagement
• Benchmarking your sustainability efforts
• Peer connections & Practical conversations
• Focused learning & Expert training
• Industry recognition for your sustainability milestones

Joan Kerr

Director, Supplier Sustainability and Diversity | PG&E
“SPLC keeps us up to date on the latest thinking in supplychain sustainability.
We benefit from being part of a community where next practices are
shared and challenging issues are discussed in a collaborative forum.”

